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Introduction
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INTRODUCTION
Project starting points

WHY WAS THE NEW DMO MODEL PROJECT CARRIED OUT?
DMOs operate at an important intersection where the needs of tourists, tourism
companies, tour operators, municipalities, and cities meet. This important role is often
managed with few resources and under pressure from various different actors’ conflicting
wishes.

The years 2020 and 2021 were exceptional
as a global pandemic shut down
communities and restricted movement. In
particular, the tourism and service
industries suffered in the crisis.

The unique joint project between Visit Rovaniemi, Visit Ylläs, Inari-Saariselkä Matkailu
and Visit Levi creates a new destination organization model to meet the needs of the
post-Covid-19 world and to better meet the expectations set for such organizations. In
the new operating model, the DMO operates in a resource-wise, agile and influential
way, utilizing all of the expertise in its network. In this pilot project, resource-wise
operating methods make use of Finland’s entire destination organization network.

This report acts as a tool for developing
destination marketing organizations.

The new DMO model project is one of the TEM (the Ministry of Economic Affairs and
Employment) development projects to promote the recovery of the tourism industry in the
regions. The South Savo Regional council is acting as the project’s financing authority.
We hope that our work is useful when considering the development of destination
marketing organizations!
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION

Data acquisition and analyses

Preparation group

Project group

Capful

Janne-Juhani Haarma
Yrjötapio Kivisaari
Marja Kumpuniemi
Sanna Kärkkäinen
Sannamari Mäkimartti
Kimmo Kivinen
Outi Hongisto
Sointu Kouki
Tarja Lumijärvi
Essi Vasara

•

Data analysis of existing materials

•

Customer and expert interviews

•

Benchmark interviews and material analyses

•

Analysis of information and data produced by consultants into
illustrative descriptions, conclusions, and proposals

Workshops
•

Six workshops of around 6 hours each

•

Participants are the project group plus Kimmo Kivinen and Essi
Vasara from Capful

•

Workshop content: Comments on the results of analyses and
data collection, description and evaluation of options for strategic
collaboration, systematic examination of the areas of
collaboration
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
Project progression
KICK-OFF

PHASE 1

11.6.2021

May - June

Kick-off
• Project
Project starting
points
kick-off

•

•
•

•

Project starting
points: objectives,
resources and
organization
Compilation of
existing material
Arrangement of
interviews with
experts and chairmen
of the boards
Arrangement of
Benchmark
investigation

PHASE 2
August

September

Refinement and

Data acquisition and
Operating
structure
of scenarios

Further work on regional

•
•
•
•
•

Material analyses
Interviews
International
benchmark

•
•

Examination of
results of material
analysis
Benchmark results
Construction of
strategic options
o Thematic areas of
strategic options

Workshops I and II

Construction of
strategic options
continues
o Strategic options
relating to each

•
•

o Description,
concretization of options

Workshops III and IV

October

30.10.2021

Results

Selection
of new
regional scenarios
model

thematic area
quantification and

PROJECT END

Compilation of effects of

concretization
of
Analysis
of organizational
model scenarios
and revenue
scenarios
model

environment analysis

PHASE 3

•

Specification of
evaluation criteria
Evaluation of
strategic options
against selected
criteria
Conclusions and
strategic policies

Conclusions

• Description of selected
operating models and
revenue model
• Specification of next
steps
• Process final report
and visualization

Workshops V and VI

Communication and dialogue
Preparation group before workshops
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DEFINITION OF A DESTINATION MARKETING
ORGANIZATION
DMO defined by this project

A destination marketing organization (DMO) is an
organization that operates at the corporate interface
and has an authorization to promote the brand of a
particular tourist destination.
Through brand marketing and network management,
a DMO increases the attractiveness of the area as a
tourist destination, attracts tourists to the area and
increases the community’s well-being.

© COPYRIGHT CAPFUL

Strategic options for
destination marketing
organizations
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STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Summary of themes to be addressed in the project
The thematic areas of the
strategic options

Options related to the themes
Option A

Option B

Option C

Option D

Option E

Roles and tasks

Destination media
(marketing role)

Tourism developer

Sales channelling

Revenue model
and funding

Public funding

Commissions

Services offered to
companies in the
region

B2B sales outside of
the region

DMO’s own tourism
business

Traditional
independent DMO

Densifying
organization carrying
out project
cooperation

DMO network model

Umbrella
organization

Centre-municipality
model

Regional organization
and cooperation

Ecosystem and
networking

Intensified network model

Data collection and
analysis

Data collection and analysis model

Responsibility as a
management model

Responsibility as a management model

Option F

Option G

Brand partnerships
and
licensing

Other B2C sales

Mission: Focus on the customer – all activities aim to generate as much tourism revenue as possible for the region in a responsible way
Definition of a destination marketing organization:
A destination marketing organization (DMO) is an organization that operates at the corporate interface and has an authorization to promote the brand of a particular tourist destination.
Through brand marketing and network management, a DMO increases the attractiveness of the area as a tourist destination, attracts tourists to the area and increases the community’s well-being.
9
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ROLES AND TASKS
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS

Theme: Roles and tasks
Option A
Destination media (marketing role)
• The DMO will focus on marketing, content production
and opinion leading, and operates on its own platform
(e.g. dm.fi) as media (as a destination brand), in a role
that involves representing interests through media
visibility and influencing.
• Tasks include:
o

Marketing

o

Content production

o

Development of the customer’s purchasing
journey

o

Owner and customer communication

o

Responsibility

o

Representation of interests (via media)

o

Data and knowledge management

o

Channelling regional development through data
transmission

Option B
Tourism developer

Option C
Sales channeller

• The DMO will operate as an overall tourism industry
developer in the region.

• The DMO’s main focus area is sales and growth of the
regions’ tourism sales.

• Tasks include:

• Marketing and content production are harnessed to
support sales.

o

Developing accessibility

o

Regional development

o

Developing the quality of the regional companies’
services

o

Representation of interests

o

Owner and customer communication

o

Knowledge management and developing
knowledge management

o

Developing responsibility

o

Developing internationalization

• The aim from start to finish is to serve the customer.
The DMO offers destination information and a
purchase channel on the same platform (its own
website) to offer tourists the ease of purchase.

• Important to offer equality towards tourism companies
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ROLES AND TASKS:
HOW DOES THE SELECTED ROLE AFFECT THE DMO?
Overview and different depths of roles
Tourism marketing

Information and data

Role in controlling core messages and
producing tourism marketing-related
content?

Role and ownership when utilizing
customer data?

Does not control development,
forwards data.
Forwards and enriches data produced by
others. Trains and suggests development
measures.

Forwards others’ products and
services. Does not control main areas
of sales. Receives commissions.
Controls development
or develops the
region’s products,
competence or
internationalization
itself.

Other development
Role in the development of digitalization,
responsibility, industry expertise, regional
development or internationalization?

Produces for-sale
services/products itself or
controls for-sale
products/services through
e.g. licensing. Receives
revenue.

Manages main areas of
representation of interests
with companies’
authorization.
Actively influences.

Enriches and partly controls others’
for-sale products and services.
Receives commissions.

Sales
Role in controlling sales or products and
services to be sold?

Forwards, publishes and enriches
data produced by others and the data
it produces itself.

Representation of
interests
Role in and authority to manage
tourism’s representation of interests?

Influences representation of interests by
forwarding data produced by others. Not
authorized by companies, does not control
representation of interests .
12
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EVALUATION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Option A

Option B

Option C

Destination media (marketing role)

Tourism developer

Sales channeller

More detailed description of role

• An organization focused on brand marketing and
marketing management.
• Network management and NTO cooperation with a
media-like approach (incl. communications or
community influencing by sharing data).
• Through corporate collaboration, the DM will create a
regional tourism brand (mandate from regional
commerce to develop, market and manage the region’s
tourism brand).
• Developing the work of the board of directors (incl.
members who have completed the CBM program) is
also one of the organization’s targets.

• The tourism development organization will partly control
marketing, but also forward marketing content produced by
others.
• The organization can participate in its regions’ sale of
products and services.
• Focuses on developing its regions’ tourism commerce (e.g.
content of services provided by tourism companies,
accessibility, digital capabilities or internationalization).
• Themes that have been selected for development are also
focus areas for representation of interests.
• Does not produce data itself, but utilizes and enriches
acquired data for others and itself.

• In the sales channeller role, all marketing and
content production is harnessed to support sales.
The sales channeller produces content itself and
control the region’s tourism marketing focus areas.
• Controls the tourism region’s sales and also
participates in sales itself.
• The sales channeller influences representation of
interests by forwarding data produced by others. It
does not control representation of interests.
• Does not control development, but forwards related
data.
• Aims to control the tourism region itself through
data and analyses produced by others.

Impact on stakeholders

Theme: Roles and tasks

• In its pure role, the DM is a DMO that carries out
tourism brand marketing and marketing management.
• DM is an organization focused on core operations. Its
other operations are potentially outsourced to a
network or an umbrella organization. The DM could be
the “base level” to which other activities are linked via
other organizations.

• The tourism developer role advances the region’s tourism
trade and thereby creates well-being for the entire region.
• As the developer and representation of interests roles are
strong, sales cannot play a large role in the organization’s
operations.
• Well-suited to the network management model.

• The sales channeller role supports the region’s
sales efforts.
• The sales role can impact the perceived neutrality
of the organization, which means that the sales
channeller organization may no longer be as
desirable as a partner in cooperation to parties that
wish to work with a neutral actor.

Visualization

Persp
ective
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ROLES AND TASKS:
HOW DOES THE SELECTED ROLE AFFECT THE DMO?
Option A
Destination media (marketing role)

Information and
data

Tourism marketing
Role in controlling core messages and
producing tourism marketing-related
content?

Role and ownership when
utilizing customer data?

Domain and brand
data, plus other data
to be owned in the
future (continuous
operations)
Suggests measures for digital
development
(channels that require a presence)

Own productized services
(B2B) + licensing

Development
Role in the development of
digitalization, responsibility, industry
expertise, regional development or
internationalization?

Sales
Role in controlling sales or products and
services to be sold?
Forwarding role: regional
tourism products
Data forwarder,
representation of interests
“channeller”

Representation of interests
Role in and authority to manage
tourism’s representation of interests?
14
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ROLES AND TASKS
HOW DOES THE SELECTED ROLE AFFECT THE DMO?
Option B
Tourism developer

Information and
data

Tourism marketing
Role in controlling core messages and
producing tourism marketing-related
content?

Role and ownership when
utilizing customer data?

Products and services

Development
Role in the development of
digitalization, responsibility, industry
expertise, regional development or
internationalization?

Sales

Representation of
interests
Role in and authority to manage
tourism’s representation of interests?

The themes that have
been selected for
development are also
areas of focus for
representation of
interests (e.g.
accessibility, regional
development)

Role in controlling sales or products and
services to be sold?
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ROLES AND TASKS
HOW DOES THE SELECTED ROLE AFFECT THE DMO?
Option C
Sales channeller

Information and
data
Role and ownership when
utilizing customer data?

Tourism marketing
Role in controlling core messages and
producing tourism marketing-related
content?

(E.g. development of year-round
operations and internationalization)

Development
Role in the development of
digitalization, responsibility, industry
expertise, regional development or
internationalization?

Sales
Role in controlling sales or products and
services to be sold?

Representation of
interests
Role in and authority to manage
tourism’s representation of interests?
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REVENUE MODEL AND FUNDING
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ALL REVENUE MODEL
AND FUNDING OPTIONS
Public funding

Public grants based
on DMO’s
ownership

Commissions

B2C sales
commissions of
companies in the
region

Purchase of
services contract

Consulting and
training channelling

Memberships

Services tailored to
the company, such
as marketing
packages and
campaigns

Marketing and
communication
agency services
offered to companies
outside of the region

Sale of data and
information

Own tourism
business
operations

Regional
companies’
accommodation
forwarding

Hotel, sports
centre, camping
grounds, etc. run
by DMO

Brand
partnerships and
licensing

Brand partnerships

DMO’s brand
licensing

Other B2C sales

Commercialization
of route info

Voluntary nature
payments

B2B sales

Project funding

Tourism user fees

Marketing services
channelling

Marketing and
communication
agency services
(incl. service design)

Regional marketing
payments

Training and
consulting

Product sales
relating to DMO’s
brand

Incoming services

Events (at local and
regional level)

Expert services to be
offered outside the
network

Peer 2 peer
services (e.g.
cottages, housing)

Travel Club
activities for tourists
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Theme: Revenue model and funding
Public funding

Commissions

• Public grants based
on DMO’s ownership

• Regional companies’
B2C sales
commissions

• Purchase of services
contract
• Project funding
• Tourism user fees

o

(e.g.
accommodation
forwarding)

• Consulting and
training channelling
commissions
• Marketing services
channelling
commissions

B2B sales
B2B sales outside of the region
• To be sold to regional
companies:
o Memberships
o Services, such as
marketing
packages and
campaigns
o Marketing and
communication
agency services
o Sale of data and
information
▪ (e.g. to support
companies’
investments)
o Regional
marketing
payments
o Training and
consulting
o Events (at local
and regional
level)

• Marketing and
communication
agency services
offered to companies
outside of the region
• Sale of data and
information
o

DMO’s own tourism
business

Brand partnerships
and licensing

• Regional companies’
accommodation
forwarding

• Brand partnerships

• Hotel, sports centre or
camping grounds run
by DMO
o

(e.g. to support
companies’
investments)

• Revenue and visibility
revenue from B2B
services (such as
meetings, groups and
events) offered to
external businesses.

•

The DMO may
also run low-profit
supplementary
activities relating
to tourism, such
as a spa, partly
supported by
public funding.
Facilitation of peer 2
peer services
platform and
commissions

o

(e.g. Audi at Levi
or partnership in
the Arctic
collection with
Gucci)

• Licensing the DMO
brand by setting up a
company

Other B2C sales

• Commercialization of
the route info
• Voluntary nature
payments
o (e.g. RukaKuusamo’s
scenery
donation). (Could
also be included
in equipment
rental or in the
number of
overnight stays,
as a percentage
of turnover)
• DMO’s Travel Club
activities for tourists
• Product sales
o (e.g. DMO’s brand
t-shirt on the
website’s online
store)
• Incoming services
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REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COLLABORATION
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Theme: Regional organization and collaboration
Option A
Traditional
independent
DMO

Option B
Densifying organization
carrying out project
cooperation

Option C
DMO network model

• Destination
marketing
organizations are
independent
actors.

• The DMO is very compact
and focuses on just a few
tasks, such as around
marketing and content
production.

• DMOs carry out
some
collaboration, but
no activities are
fully shared.

• Every DMO is an
independent actor.

o

Centralized procurements (e.g.
data purchases)

• Collaboration with other
DMOs or partners is carried
out through projects.

o

Joint campaign purchases

o

Sales representation

o

Coordination of accessibility
development (like Lapland-level
transport)

• One aim is to
develop the board
of directors’
strategic expertise
(e.g. requires
members to have
completed the
CBM program).

• One aim is to develop the
board of directors’ strategic
expertise (e.g. requires
members to have
completed the CBM
program).

• DMOs for large regions, such as
Lapland, form an upper-level network
that collaborates resource-wisely on
current themes.
• The network’s tasks may include:

o

Funding channelling

• Despite the network, every DMO is an
independent actor outside of network
tasks.
• Efficiency and coordination are sought
through the network and shared
activities.
• Agility is sought through local activities.
• The aim is to develop DMO board of
directors’ strategic expertise (e.g.
requires members to have completed
the CBM program).

Option D
Large regional organization
• Organization model based on a
separate umbrella organization.
• The umbrella organization is e.g. a nonprofit limited liability company or
association.
• The umbrella organization is for
managing the development of the
project organization (e.g. investigating
future markets).
• Owners may be municipalities, cities,
and universities/colleges.
• The umbrella organization’s scope may
align with Visit Finland’s large regional
operations or be at a regional level.
• Local activities may be organized under
the umbrella organization, such as in
accordance with the DMO’s densifying
organization model.

Option E
Centre-municipality model
• A model based on a municipal or city-led
organization (e.g. Oulu) wherein
agreements are negotiated between
various destinations.
• A model specifically aimed at running
projects.
• Regional joint marketing company
tasked with increasing the area’s
tourism revenue by creating commercial
opportunities for its actors.
• The region’s or area’s other DMO actors
will pay an annual fee to the central
company and be shareholders in the
company.
• One aim is to develop DMO boards of
directors’ strategic expertise.

• Option C may develop into option D, if
network cooperation develops in a more
organized direction.
• One aim is to develop DMO board of
directors’ strategic expertise (e.g.
requires members to have completed
the CBM program).
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS:
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COLLABORATION

Option A: Traditional independent DMO
Visit Finland
City or municipality

Regional actors

Other traditional,
independent DMOs

Destination
marketing
organization

(Free and looselydefined) collaboration

Ownership-related
control and collaboration

Companies in the
region
Collaboration based on
ownership and
customership

Distribution of
information,
collaboration

Authorities, media,
other stakeholders
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS:
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COOPERATION

Option B: Densifying organization carrying out project collaboration
Visit Finland
City or municipality
Destination
marketing
organization

Regional actors

Ownership-related
control and collaboration

Project collaboration,
other loosely defined
collaboration

Companies in the
region

Other DMOs

Collaboration based on
ownership and
customership
Distribution of
information,
collaboration

Authorities, media,
other stakeholders
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS:
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COOPERATION

Option C: DMO network model
Regional actors

Visit Finland
Destination
marketing
organization

Free but systematic,
network-like
collaboration on selected
themes

City or municipality

Ownership-related
control and collaboration

Other DMOs

Companies in the
region
Collaboration based on
ownership and
customership
Distribution of
information,
collaboration

Authorities, media,
other stakeholders
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS:
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COLLABORATION

Option D: Large regional organization
Visit Finland
Regional actors

The large regional organization is
assigned the DMOs’ shared tasks,
such as project administration or
finding and launching new markets.
The large regional organization
does not require a new limited
liability company; instead, e.g. VF’s
large areas can act as the starting
point for such activity.

Other DMOs
in the region

Joint large regional
organization for DMOs
Distribution of
information,
collaboration

Destination
marketing
organization

Authorities, media,
other stakeholders

City or municipality

Additionally, every DMO will have
independent tasks.
Ownership-related
control and collaboration

Companies in the region
Collaboration based on
ownership and
customership
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS:
REGIONAL ORGANIZATION AND COLLABORATION

Option E: Centre-municipality model
Visit Finland
Regional actors

A model based on a
municipal or city-led
organization (e.g. Oulu)
wherein agreements are
negotiated between
various destinations.

Other independent
project developers
in destinations B,
C and D

Centre municipality

Distribution of
information,
collaboration

Authorities, media,
other stakeholders

Independent project
developer in
destination A

Collaboration based on
ownership and
customership

Companies in the
region
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ECOSYSTEM AND NETWORKING
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Theme: Ecosystem and networking
Intensified network model – systemization and automation of network communications
• The driving idea behind the network model is to reduce the time spent by an individual DMO on development activities as the network is used to handle tasks that are
assigned to the network more efficiently and more centrally than currently.

• The ultimate objective of the networks is always increased revenue or customer satisfaction. The themes, composition and methods of the networks vary.
Specification and resources for setting up a network:

o

Important to specify the network’s joint mission, objective and subobjectives, parties, roles, the information exchange process (who, to whom, how, what, which
channels, and when.) Additionally, where applicable, an annual clock for events and various activities will be created to avoid overlaps in the network’s operations.

o

The network model must be systematically “sold” and communicated to the network. Change management methods (e.g. systematic communication) must be used to
justify why the new model is better than the old one and how it will be used in the network’s day-to-day operations.

o

Important to reserve the DMO’s organization’s resources for familiarization with the products of companies in the region. The DMO will allocate responsibility for this
familiarization to various employees to avoid too much of the e.g. CEO’s time being taken up becoming familiar with products.

Objective
• Through effective
cooperation and
communication, the
network will generate
increasing revenue
(either for the DMO or
regional companies) and
customer accessibility
and satisfaction (tourist’s
satisfaction).

Network’s information exchange:

•
•

The point of departure for the network model is information exchange. Increased information can be used to channel development activities.
Communication is required to channel development. This leads to customer satisfaction and revenue.

o

o

Network communications parties may include:

o

City and municipality, companies, local DMO, tour operators, conference organizers, media and other stakeholders, such as authorities (e.g. health care and
border forces).

o

Communications parties can be divided into groups or grouped by themes for which communications and data are customized. Groups may include e.g. Finnish
companies, international companies, hotel chains, etc.

Organization and specification of network communications:

o

An annual clock will be formed for communications’ themed groups so that information exchange is not reactive by default.

▪
▪
▪

Activity-related communications (incl. owners, companies and stakeholders) will be handled using the framework of the annual clock. Activity-related
communications can be handled through physical encounters and through e.g. notices, the BisLenz dashboard (network given automatic access to a
certain display), video messages, or webinars.
Surveys will be carried out after DMO campaigns and other activities (to ascertain the network’s opinions).
Utilization of CRM is important in different network organizations’ communications. (CRM is used to record meetings, what was discussed, and upcoming
matters.) Agreed practice concerning level of recordings to avoid use of CRM eating into the DMO’s resources.
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DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Theme: Data collection and analysis
Data collection and analysis: development measures
• A comprehensive knowledge-based management operating model and culture will be implemented in the DMOs and in tourism industry
activities in the region. Roles in knowledge-based management are clear within the organization and to other stakeholders.

• Data will be utilized to update the DMO’s own strategy as well as that of regional actors.
• Efficiency can be sought for knowledge-based management through networking with other DMOs and by combining activities.
Model specification needs:

• Each DMO must specify how data collection will be organized:
o Data collection operating model and process
▪ Who, to whom, how, why, in which channels, when
o Responsibilities
▪ Responsibility must be assigned and resources allocated for at least the data collection resource, internal deployment
resource, data analysis resource, and communications resource

o Data sources (direct sources or data partnerships)
▪ Sources e.g. Meltwater, Finavia, accommodation companies, Visitor, Global Web Index, Destination International, SEO data,
water consumption calculator, Visit Finland, regional studies, etc. (this list will be supplemented during the next stage of the
project)

Objective
• Short-term objective:
o An effective model for

knowledge-based
management is used in
the regions.

• Longer-term objective:
o The knowledge-based

management model
improves customer
satisfaction (when e.g.
companies can keep
services open when a
tourist is arriving in the
area).

o Tools to be used (e.g. BisLenz)
o Communication channels, methods and communication process
▪ A communications dashboard that continuously updates via BisLenz, or updates at least monthly, for the DMO’s network of
▪

actors (e.g. local companies, owners), external actors (e.g. the media, the Regional Council of Lapland), or authorities.
Other communications channels and methods are newsletters/notices, webinars/seminars and workshops

DMO revenue in the knowledge-based management model:

• Information is used to justify how companies in the region can make smart business decisions (e.g. investments) and become DMO
members or purchase other services.
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DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
DATA, SOURCES, AND COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
Required data

Demand and
customer
needs

Customer
journey and
marketing

Accessibility

Customer
experience

• Demand
• Number of flights and routes
• Tourists’ nationality and customer
segment profiles

• Purchased services (where money is
spent)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitory
Booking situation in search services
Google Trends
Data collected by VF
Data from OTA channels
BisLenz’s media data
Dm.fi data
Global Web Index
Destination International
Benchmarking Alliance
AirDNA (?)

Communication channels and
methods

Possible tools to be used

• BisLenz or other equivalent data processing

• BisLenz ad hoc or at least

tool

• Power BI and website pixels (e.g Google
Analytics) also possible

•
•
•
•

monthly dashboard for the DMO’s
network of actors (e.g. local
companies, owners, media) and
external actors (e.g. the Regional
Council of Lapland.
Slightly less detailed data for
external actors, with security in
mind
Newsletter/ notice
Webinars/ seminars
Workshops

• Communication coverage (e.g. advertising displays)
• Likes, shares, comments
• Browsed pages, visitor numbers on pages, time spent
(e.g. dm.fi)

• Media tool API/ Media API -solution

• Flight routes
• Trains and buses
• Length of delay
• Customer satisfaction
• Willingness to return and recommend to
others

Regional
customership
perspective

Possible sources of data

• Services accessibility compared to
demand
• Route data of Finnish Forestry Agency

•
•
•
•

Finnair
Finavia
Charter companies / tour operators
VR, Onnibus, Matkahuolto

• Own surveys
• Research reports
• Media tool API/ Media API -solution

• Statistics Finland (migration, investments)
• Water consumption calculator
• Calculator for impact of tourism on regional economy
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RESPONSIBILITY AS A MANAGEMENT MODEL
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DESCRIPTION OF STRATEGIC OPTIONS
Theme: Responsibility as a management model
Responsibility as a management model: development measures
• In this context, responsibility is defined as specified in the STF certificate
• Responsibility does not refer to individual actions by regional companies or a DMO; it is a DMO management model
(“People, planet, profit”)
Life cycle of the responsibility management model
• DMO early stage:
o Managing responsibility is initially a DMO-level activity
o The DMO will obtain STF certification
o The DMO will share exemplary data about the concrete benefits of STF certification to companies (e.g. increased sales or
decreased costs)
o DMOs will strive to develop overall responsibility in their region’s tourism industry so that it becomes a cross-section of the
Finnish tourism industry. (E.g. communicate the training services offered in the region, which lowers the threshold for
companies to participate in STF certification).
• Later in the life cycle:
o Later in the life cycle, the objective is to set up a joint advisory board between the region’s DMOs so that the DMOs can
together coordinate communication on responsibility and tourism marketing. The DMOs’ joint advisory board will ascertain
globally significant responsibility certificates so that responsible tourism in Finland’s tourism sector is not based solely on
STF.

Objective
• Short-term objective:
o Companies in the
region have a wider
understanding of
responsibility than
they do currently.
• Longer-term objective:
o 51-100% of the
companies in the
region are STFcertified.

Responsibility is one of the main themes in Finnish tourism marketing
• Responsibility across industries is one of the main themes in Finnish tourism marketing. Whenever an area gains a new STFcertified company, the DMO will boost the company’s visibility in its marketing.
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SUMMARY
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SUMMARY

UTILIZING THE REPORT
The information collected in this report can be used to build an operating model
for the DMO in each area, as well as a DMO collaboration model that supports
organizations at various stages of the tourism life cycle and destinations at the
best possible level. The optimal model for DMO depends on the life cycle of the
tourism industry in the region and on the objectives for developing regional
tourism and DMOs.
The visualization on the following slide depicts a situation in which a new DMO
model to be formed strives to respond optimally to the competition situation and
to support the success of the tourism industry.
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THE DMO MODEL IN TOURISM MARKETING

The model to be formed will
strive to respond to the
competitive situation optimally.

Destination

What happens when you compete for customers
with the DMO model?
Destination
marketing
organization

Competing destinations

Regional tourism
companies

Destination

Tourist

City and municipality
Tour operators

Stakeholders
Authorities
Media
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